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1 On some relevant cryptocurrencies

Table S1 provides information on some relevant cryptocurrencies, either occupying high-rank positions or
early introduced in the market. Data was collected in May 2017, see below for details on the Technology
column.

Table S1: Details on the top runner cryptocurrencies in the market. The table is generated
using data collected on May 28, 2013

Name Year Technology Market Cap ($) Rank Additional Info

Bitcoin 2009 Proof-of-work 35B 1

Ethereum 2015 Proof-of-work 15B 2 Smart contracts

Ripple 2013 Distributed open source
consensus ledger

8B 3 Widely adopted by
companies and banks.

NEM 2015 Proof-of-importance 1B 4

Ethereum Classic 2015 Proof-of-work 1B 5 DAO Hard-fork

Litecoin 2011 Proof-of-work 1B 6

Dash 2014 Proof-of-work 809M 7 Gained market since
early 2017. Privacy focused.

Monero 2014 Proof-of-work 535M 8 Gained momentum in late
2016. Privacy focused

NameCoin 2015 Proof-of-work 21M 58
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2 Simulations

Our choice of the mutation parameter µ is informed by the data to yield a number of new cryptocurrencies
per unit time corresponding to the empirical observation. By choosing µ = 7

N , where N is the population
size in the model it holds that 1 model generation corresponds to 1 week of observation (since on average
7 new cryptocurrencies enter the system every week, see main text). In Fig. S1 we show that the
distribution of species sizes (see Fig. 5A in main text) has a very similar shape for a broad range of
choices of µ [1].
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Figure S1: Distribution of species sizes for different values of µ. Distribution of the species sizes
resulted form numerical simulations given different values of µ.

All simulations are run starting with one species in order to capture the initial dominance of Bitcoin
in the cryptocurrency market. This reflects the initial state of the cryptocurrencies market, when Bitcoin
was the only existing cryptocurrency. Simulations are run using N = 105, implying that an individual
in the model maps to ∼ $100, 000 (We verified that results do not depend on the choice of N , as long as
N is large enough).

While in the neutral model a new species enters the system as a new individual, we further inform
the model with the average size of a new cryptocurrency (∼ $1.5 million), corresponding to m = 15
individuals in the model when N = 105 as in our case. To consider the fact that new cryptocurrencies
do not enter the market with exactly the same size, in our simulations, when a mutation occurs, the new
species enters with a number m of individuals randomly extracted from the interval [10, 20].

The exponent α = 1.5 exhibited by the data and the simulations(see Fig. 5A, main text) are equilib-
rium properties of the neutral model, and hence obtained under a broad range of conditions (e.g., initial
condition, time of start of measure and aggregation window) and robust to changes in the value of µ [1],
Fig. S1). Fig. 5B and C in the main text are obtained starting from generation 104 and aggregating
over 52 generations (i.e. performing the analysis over the single population obtained by aggregating the
N ∗52 individuals [2,3]). Fig. S2 shows the turnover profile (A) and average life time of a rank (B) when
the measure is performed over 52 generations starting from different generations g1 corresponding to the
first year (measures start at generation g1 = 1), second year (measures start at generation g1 = 53), etc.
It is clear that, with the exception of a high rank mobility characterizing the very first generations, the
choice of g1 has little effect on the curves produced by the model. Fig. 5D in the main text is measured
from generation 1 up to generation 210, corresponding to 4 years. Each point of the simulation curve
corresponds to the instantaneous market share of the dominating cryptocurrency at that generation.

3 Different technologies, same distribution

In order to check whether technical differences leave any detectable fingerprint at the level of statistical
distributions, we look at cryptocurrencies adopting one of the two main blockchain algorithms for reaching
consensus on what block represents recent transactions across the network: Proof-of-work (PoW) or the
Proof-of-stake (PoS) consensus algorithms.

The PoW scheme was introduced as part of Bitcoin in 2009 [4]. To generate new blocks, participating
users work with computational and electrical resources in order to complete “proof-of-works”, pieces of
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Figure S2: Neutral model ranks dynamics. (A) Turnover profile computed considering 52 for the
cryptocurrencies data (gray lines, dots) and for numerical simulations (blue lines). (B) The Average
life time a cryptocurrency/species stays in a given rank computed considering 52 generations for the
cryptocurrencies data (gray lines, dots) and for numerical simulations (blue lines). Simulation parameters
are µ = 7/N , N = 105 and 1 species in the initial state.

data that are difficult to produce but easy to verify. Block generation (also called “mining”) is rewarded
with coins. To limit the rate at which new blocks are generated, every 2016 blocks the difficulty of the
computational tasks changes [5].

While the PoW mechanism is relatively simple, there are concerns regarding its security and sustain-
ability. First, severe implications could arise from the dominance of mining pools controlling more than
50% of the computational resources and who could in principle manipulate the blockchain transactions.
This scenario is far from being unrealistic: in 2014, one mining pool (Ghash.io) [6] controlled 42% of the
Bitcoin mining power. Also, the energy consumption of PoW based blockchain technologies has raised
environmental concerns: it is estimated that Bitcoin consumes about 12.76 TWh per year [7].

The PoS scheme was introduced as an alternative to PoW. In this system, mining power is not
attributed based on computational resources but on the proportion of coins held. Hence, the richer
users are more likely to generate the next block. Miners are rewarded with the transactions fees. While
proof-of-work relies heavily on energy, proof-of-stake doesn’t suffer from this issue. However, consensus
is not guaranteed since miners sole interest is to increase their profit. Through the years both protocols
have been altered to fix certain issues and continue to be improved.

Figure S3 shows that the market shares of the two groups of cryptocurrencies follow the same behavior.
The figure is generated using data collected from [8] and [9].
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Figure S3: Distribution of market share. Distribution of the market share for proof-of-work cryp-
tocurrencies (light blue filled line) and distribution of market share of (proof-of-stake or hybrid) cryp-
tocurrencies (dark blue filled line). The dashed line is power law curve with exponent α = 1.5.
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4 Market share and frequency-rank distributions for individual
years

The power-law fit for the distribution of market share (Table S2) and the frequency-rank distribution
(Table S3) are consistent with the theoretical predictions of the neutral model [10] also for individual
years. Fits coefficient for the distribution of market share are computed using the methodology described
in [11] (errors are obtained by bootstrapping 1000 times). Fit coefficients with errors for frequency-rank
distributions are computed with the least-square method.

Table S2: Power-law fit coefficients of the market share distributions.

Year α

2013 1.37± 0.04

2014 1.54± 0.09

2015 1.62± 0.12

2016 1.59± 0.13

2017 1.60± 0.21

all years 1.58± 0.12

Table S3: Power-law fit coefficients of the frequency-rank distributions.

Year β

2013 −1.98± 0.20

2014 −2.00± 0.13

2015 −1.83± 0.08

2016 −1.88± 0.08

2017 −1.86± 0.16

all years −1.93± 0.23
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